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A lower (upper) bound is given for the distribution of each d, ,j = k + l,..., p 
(j = l,..., s), the jth latent root of AB-I, where A and B are independent 
noncentral and central Wishart matrices having W,(q, C; Q) with rank (Q) < 
k = p - s and W&z, X), respectively. Similar bound are also given for the 
distributions of noncentral means and canonical correlations. The results are 
applied to obtain lower bounds for the null distributions of some multivariate 
test statistics in Tintner’s model, MANOVA and canonical analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 4 > a** > d,, be the latent roots of AB-I, where A and B are independent 
noncentral and central Wishart matrices W,(q, 2, Q) and WJn, Z), respectively. 
Let us assume that rank (Q) < k = p - s. Then Saw [7] has shown that 
x -log fi (1 + dk+$l < x (1.1) 
i-l 
for any x, where I1 > **. > 1, are the latent roots of UV-I, U and V are inde- 
pendent Wishart matrices having W,(q, 1,) and Ws(n, I,), respectively. 
In this paper we give a more general result, i.e., 
PM4 ,...> 4) < x) < P(W, ,..., b) < 4 
< P(+&+l ,..., 4) d 4 (1.2) 
for any x, by proving the PoincarC separation theorem for the latent roots of 
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AIP1, where&, ,..., XJ is a monotone increasing function in each x, , j = l,..., s. 
In general, the bounding distribution, i.e., the distribution of +(Zi ,..., Z,), is 
much simpler than that of +(dr ,..., n,) or #(&+r ,..., d,). Similar bounds are 
also given for the distributions of the roots of 1 A - gZ 1 = 0 and 
1 S,,S$.S,, - r%S,, 1 = 0, where S has a central Wishart distributions with 
rank (&J = k. From these results we obtain lower bounds for the null distribu- 
tions of (i) the likelihood ratio (=LR) statistic in Tintner’s model, (ii) three 
statistics for testing the hypothesis on the dimensionality of regression coeffi- 
cients in a MANOVA model, and (iii) three statistics for testing the hypothesis 
that the last p - k canonical correlations are all zero. 
2. BOUNDS ON LATENT ROOTS 
The following result is well known as the Poincare separation theorem (see, 
e.g., Bellman [I, p. 1181). 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a symmetric matrix of order p. Then for any s X p matrix 
H such that HH’ = I, , 
AdA) > MHAH’) 2 b+j(A), j = l,..., s, (2.1) 
where k = p - s and h,(A) > **a > X,(A) are the latent roots of A. 
Let #(x1 ,..., x8) be a monotone increasing function in each x3 , j = l,..., s. 
Then we have, 
LEMMA 2. Letg, 2 *** >g, be thelatentrootsof 1 A-g.ZI =O, whereA 
is a noncentral Wishart matrix having WJn, 2, Sz) with rank (Q) < k = p - s. 
Then we have 
qg, < x) Q qt3 < x) < P(g,+j < 4, j = l,..., s (2.3) 
for any x, where tl > **a 2 t, are the latent roots of U and U has a central Wishart 
distribution W,(n, I,). 
Proof. In dealing of the distribution of g, ,..., g, , we may assume that 
Z = I,, Q = A = diag{$ ,..., 6, , 0 ,..., 0) and 8, 3 .** >, as are the possibly 
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nonzero latent roots of Q,V. The result (2.2) . Immediately follows from Lemma 1 
by letting H = [0, I,] and U = HAH’. 
Next we give a bound for the latent roots of A&l, based on Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a symmetric matrix of order p, and B be a positive definite 
matrix of order p. Then for any s x p matrix H such that HH’ = I, , 
h,(AB-l) > h,(HAH’(HBH’-‘) 3 h,+j(AB-l), j = I,..., s. (2.4) 
Proof. Let d1 > ... 3 d, be the latent roots of AB-1, and let D = 
diag{d, ,..., d,}. As is well known, there exists a nonsingular matrix R such 
that A = RDR’ and B = RR’. Then 
h,(HAH’(HBH’-‘) = h,((HBH’)-‘1” HAH’(HBH’-‘/“) 
= h,(MDM’), ,j = l,..., s, 
where M = (HRR’H’)-112 HR. The lemma now follows from Lemma 1 and 
the fact that MM’ = I, . 
From Lemma 3 we have, 
LEMMA 4. Let d1 > ... > d, be the latent roots of AB-I, where A and B 
are independent noncentral and central Wishart matrices having WP(q, E, a) 
with rank (Q) < k = p - s and WP(n, Z), respectively. Then we have 
W(4 ,..., 4) < x) < W(4 ,..., Is> G 4 
< P(W,+, ,..., 4) < 4 
for any x and in a particular case 
(2.5) 
P(dj d x) d P(lj < x) < P(d,+j < 4, j = l,..., s (2.6) 
for any x, where I1 2 ..* 3 1, are the latent roots of UV-I, U and V are inde- 
pendently distributed as WS(q, I,) and WS(n, I,), respectively. 
Let S have a central Wishart distribution W*+,,(n, C). Let us partition S 
and Z into p and q (p < q) rows and columns as 
We now show the following. 
LEMMA 5. Let rl’la > *.+ > rDa andha > *** > pD2 be the squures of sample and 
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population canonical correlations respectively, i.e., the latent roots of S12S~1S21S;;1 
and .Z’12Z~1Z21Z~1, respectively. Assume that p&l = *** = pz, = 0. Then we have 
P(+(rlz,..., rs2) < x> < P($(b12,...,bs2) < x) 
< P(4(d+, ,..., rp2) < 2) (2.7) 
for any x and in a particular case 
P(rt < x) < P(bt < x) < P(rE+j < x), j = l,..., s (2.8) 
for any x, where s =p - k, b12 > 1.. 3 b,2 are the latent roots of U(U + W)-l, 
U and Ware independently distributed as WS(q, I,) and W,(n - q, I,), respectively. 
Proof. From the result of Constantine [3] it follows that r12 >, **a 3 rp2 
are distributed like the latent roots of A(A + B)-l, where A and B have inde- 
pendent noncentral and central Wishart distributions W,(q, IP ; 52) and 
W,(n - a I,), respectively, for given Y: p x n in D = rYY’r with 
r = diag{p,/( 1 - p12)li2 ,..., pk/( 1 - pk2)1/2, 0 ,..., O}. Considering the transforma- 
tion U == HAH’ and W = HBH’ with H = [0, I,], and using Lemma 3, we 
obtain (2.7). 
The distributions of t, , I1 , and 6, in Lemmas 2, 4, and 5, respectively, have 
been studied in the literature (for the references, see, e.g., Johnson and Kotz [5]). 
It may be noted that the exact percentage points of the individual roots of the 
central Wishart matrix and the central multivariate beta matrix are given in 
Clemm, Chattopadhyay, and Krishna& [2] and Krishnaiah, Schuurmann, and 
Waikar [6], respectively. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we apply the lower bounds in (2.2), (2.5), and (2.7) to certain 
multivariate test statistics whose true significant points are not available. The 
bounds will give some information on the true significant points. I f  we use the 
significant points based on the bounding distributions, this leads to the tests 
with heigher significant levels and the tests are conservative. 
(i) Tintw’s model. Let X be a p x n random matrix with each columns 
having N,[., Z] independently and E[X] = p. Assume that Z is known. Then 
the criterion suggested by Tintner [8] for testing the hypothesis H,: rank (p) = k 
against the alternative K,: rank (p) > k is T = g,,, + *.. + g, , where 
g1 z *** >, g, are the roots of 1 XX’ - dZ 1 = 0. It may be noted that the test 
based on T, i.e., reject Hl if T >, c is theLR procedure. This can be demonstrated 
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from Lemma 1 in Fujikoshi [4]. From Lemma 2, under the hypothesis HI we 
have 
P(T > c) < P(tr U > c). (3.1) 
Here U has a central Wishart distribution W,(n, I,) and so tr U is distributed 
as a +distribution with 71s degrees of freedom. 
(ii) Tests for dimensionality in MANOVA. The canonical form of the 
multivariate analysis of variance problem can be stated as follows: Let Xr : p x q 
and Xa: p x n be random matrices with independent columns distributed as 
N,[*, Z], and E[X,] = E, E[X,] = 0. The problem concerned here is to test 
the hypothesis H,: rank(E) = k = p - s against the alternative I&: rank(E) > K. 
The following three criteria have been proposed: (1) LR statistic, 
TI = -log J’Ji=, (1 + &+$l, (2) Hotelling’s T,2 type statistic, T, = cbl dk+j , 
and (3) T3 = cbr d,+,/(l + dk+j). Here dI > ... 2 d, are the latent roots of 
AB-l, A = X,X,’ and B = X,X,‘. A and B are independent Wishart matrices 
having W,(q, Z; SE ‘) and WD(n, ,Z) respectively. Using Lemma 4 we have 
that under the hypothesis H, 
W”, 2 4 < P(--log(l V l/I U + V I) 3 4, 
P(T2 > c) < P(tr UV-1 3 c), 
P(T, 3 c) < P(tr U( U + V)-l 3 c), 
(3.2) 
where U and V are independent central Wishart matrices having W,(q, I,) and 
WS(ti, I,), respectively. The bound for TI was given by Saw [7]. The bounding 
distributions in (3.2) have been studied by a number of investigators (for the 
references, see, e.g., Johnson and Kotz [5]). 
(iii) Tests in canonical analysis. Let r12 3 ..* 2 rp2 and p12 > *a. > pD2 
be the squares of the sample and the population canonical correlations between 
p-components and q-components (p < q) of a p + q variate normal population, 
based on a random sample of size n + 1. The following criteria for testing the 
hypothesis H3: pk+l = *a* = p9 against the alternative K, : not H, are analogous 
to the criteria proposed for MANOVA: (1) LR statistic, Q1 = - log nr,( 1 - rE+i), 
(2) Hotelling’s To2 type statistic, Q2 = xizI YE+&I - Y;+~), and (3)Qs =x;=, Y:+~. 
From Lemma 5 we have that under the hypothesis H, , 
P(Ql 3 4 < P(--l&l W l/l U + WI) Z 4, 
P(Q2 3 c) < P(tr UW-1 > c), (3.3) 
J’(Q3 > c) < p(tr U(u + W)-l 3 c), 
with the same notation as in Lemma 5. The bounding distributions in (3.3) are 
obtained from those in (3.2) by changing n to n - q. 
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